
Chapter 5
Employing Honeynets For Network Situational
Awareness

P. Barford, Y. Chen, A. Goyal, Z. Li, V. Paxson, and V. Yegneswaran

Abstract Effective network security administration depends to a great extent on having accurate,
concise, high-quality information about malicious activity in one’s network. Honeynets can po-
tentially provide such detailed information, but the volume and diversity of this data can prove
overwhelming. We explore ways to integrate honeypot data into daily network security monitoring
with a goal of sufficiently classifying and summarizing the data to provide ongoing “situational
awareness.” We present such a system, built using the Bro network intrusion detection system cou-
pled with statistical analysis of numerous honeynet “events”, and discuss experiences drawn from
many months of operation. In particular, we develop methodologies by which sites receiving such
probes can infer—using purely local observation—information about the probing activity: What
scanning strategies does the probing employ? Is this an attack that specifically targets the site, or
is the site only incidentally probed as part of a larger, indiscriminant attack? One key aspect of
this environment is its ability to provide insight into large-scale events. We look at the problem of
accurately classifying botnet sweeps and worm outbreaks, which turns out to be difficult to grapple
with due to the high dimensionality of such incidents. Using datasets collected during a number
of these events, we explore the utility of several analysis methods, finding that when used together
they show good potential for contributing towards effective situational awareness. Our analysis
draws upon extensive honeynet data to explore the prevalence of different types of scanning, in-
cluding properties, such as trend, uniformity, coordination, and darknet-avoidance. In addition, we
design schemes to extrapolate the global properties of scanning events (e.g., total population and
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target scope) as inferred from the limited local view of a honeynet. Cross-validating with data from
DShield shows that such inferences exhibit promising accuracy.

5.1 Introduction

Effective network security administration depends to a great extent on having accurate, concise,
high-quality information about malicious activity in one’s network. However, attaining good infor-
mation has become increasingly difficult because the profile of malicious traffic evolves quickly
and varies widely from network to network [8, 27], and because security analysts must discern the
presence of new threats potentially hidden in an immense volume of “background radiation”.

In addition, much of the information available to security analysts from sources such as intru-
sion detection systems comes in the form of pinpoint descriptions of low-level activities, such as
“source A launched attack CVE-XXX against destination B”. Standard best practices rarely include
automatically acting on such information due to the prevalence of false and redundant alarms. In
addition, the information often lacks sufficient breadth for forensic or root cause analysis.

When a site receives probes from the Internet—whether basic attempts to connect to its ser-
vices, or apparent attacks directed at those services, or simply peculiar spikes in seemingly benign
activity—often what the site’s security staff most wants to know is not “are we being attacked?”
(since the answer to that is almost always “yes, all the time”) but rather “what is the significance of
this activity?” Is the site being deliberately targeted? Or is the site simply receiving one small part
of much broader probing activity? Is a new worm propagating? Or does the activity in fact reflect
a benign error of some sort, with no malicious underpinnings?

For example, suppose a site with a /16 network receives malicious probes from a botnet. If the
site can determine that the botnet probed only their /16, then they can conclude that the attacker
may well have a special interest in their enterprise. On the other hand, if the botnet probed a much
larger range, e.g., a /8, then very likely the attacker is not specifically targeting the enterprise.

The answers to these questions greatly influence the resources the site will choose to employ in
responding to the activity. Obviously, the site will often care more about the probing if the attacker
has specifically targeted the site, since such interest may reflect a worrisome level of determi-
nation on the part of the attacker. Yet given the incessant level of probing all Internet addresses
receive [27], how can a site assess the risk a given event reflects?

The long-term objective of such work is to elevate the quality and timeliness of information
provided to network security analysts. In this context, we can appeal to the notion of network sit-
uational awareness as a means for defining information quality, drawing upon the military term
referring to “the degree of consistency between one’s perception of their situation and the real-
ity” [24], or to having “an accurate set of information about one’s environment scaled to specific
level of interest” [25].

We envision Network Situational Awareness (NetSA) as providing to an analyst accurate, terse
summaries of attack traffic, organized to highlight the most prominent classes of attacks. NetSA
should also supplement these reports with drill-down analysis to facilitate countermeasure deploy-
ment and forensic study. For example, a NetSA environment should enable an analyst to quickly
assess high-level information such as the cause of an attack (e.g., a new worm, a botnet, or a mis-
configuration), whether the attacker specifically targeted the victim network, and if this attacker
matches one seen in the past.

We can pursue a NetSA environment by coupling the use of honeynets for capturing large-scale
malicious activity, unpolluted by benign traffic, with the application-level analysis capabilities of
a semantically-rich intrusion detection system such as Bro [28]. A honeynet is a set of network
addresses serving not actual user machines but honeypots. The ability of honeynets to monitor
large amounts of address space [36] makes them an appealing source of timely information on
new outbreaks and scanning attacks. However, effectively analyzing the potentially vast quantity
of data they provide can prove challenging. To do so, we frame how we might employ a system
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such as Bro to organize and condense the honeypot data into situational awareness summaries that
we can quickly scan for large-scale events. Such a system can highlight classes of such events such
as new activity (i.e., an application-level abstraction not previously seen) and spikes of activity of
a type previously seen, but now occurring with an unusually large number of offending sources.

One target for such analysis is to accurately attribute events as due to either (i) new worm out-
breaks, (ii) misconfigurations, or (iii) botnet “sweeps”. We can pursue this objective by developing
a set of statistical analyses that consider source-arrival and scanning patterns to characterize differ-
ent features of large-scale events. By way of illustration, we discuss experiences from operating a
prototype of a NetSA environment for an extended period of time, which encompasses numerous
large-scale events including well-known worm outbreaks, botnet sweeps, and misconfigurations.
We orient much of our methodology with an assumption that most probing events reflect activity
from the coordinated botnets that dominate today’s Internet attack landscape. Our approach aims
to analyze fairly large-scale activity that involves multiple local addresses. As such, our techniques
are suitable for use by sites that deploy darknets (unused subnets), honeynets (subnets for which
some addresses are populated by some form of honeypot responder, per our discussion above), or
in general any monitored networks with unexpected access, including graynets (production subnets
with restricted access, for which we can detect the botnet probing events).

We proceed with our examination as follows. First, in § 5.2 we present the overall context
and related work in which we ground our discussion. In § 5.3, we look at basic techniques for
classifying the activity seen by a honeynet, an discuss experiences with these techniques in § 5.4.
We then turn to more powerful techniques for automating such classification (§ 5.6), which we
develop in terms of first assessing the scanning patterns manifest in a botnet probing event (§ 5.7),
and then extrapolating these patterns into inferences regarding the global properties of an event
(§ 5.8), such as (in particular) whether the event targeted our site specifically or the Internet more
broadly/indiscriminantly. In § 5.9 we assess the efficacy of these approaches as applied to a 2-year
dataset of honeynet activity that we gathered. Finally, we briefly summarize the chapter’s themes
in § 5.10.

5.2 Background

There is a growing body of work on empirical analysis of anomalous or malicious Internet traffic.
Of particular relevance are passive monitoring systems such as network telescopes (large blocks
of unused but routable address blocks) used to evaluate specific components of unwanted traf-
fic [20], such as characterizing levels of DoS attacks by analyzing “backscatter’ [23] and assessing
the spread and characteristics of infected hosts during worm outbreaks [22]. Another form of pas-
sive analysis appears in [37], which develops global characteristizations of intrusions using data
collected from DShield [10]. DShield is the Internet’s largest global alert repository. We note that
DShield data can be quite noisy due to non-uniform sensor density. In addition, DShield is subject
to pollution and avoidance [6].

Honeypots are Internet systems deployed for the sole purpose of being compromised in order to
assess adversaries. Networks of honeypots are termed honeynets [14] and, like network telescopes,
are typically deployed on otherwise unused address space. Systems such as Honeyd, iSink and the
Internet Motion Sensor simulate honeynets by using network-level active responders [5, 29, 36].
These systems offer the benefit of fine-grained attack analysis without the associated control issues
of high-interaction honeypots, i.e., no need to manage real systems and deal with them being
actually compromised.

The third class are systems that use dark space traffic as a means to generate automated NIDS
signatures from Honeynet data. Such systems include Honeycomb [17] and Nemean [38]. The
challenges faced by these systems are similar to those affecting of our system, in particular stem
from the need to develop efficient mechanisms to summarize IBR data. Similarly, signature gen-
eration systems such as Autograph [16] and EarlyBird [33] automatically try to detect worm out-
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breaks and construct byte-level signatures. These systems could greatly benefit from the enhanced
perspective provided through NetSA.

Also related is our previous study describing the broad characteristics of Internet “background
radiation” using data collected from honeynets [27]. Here, we focus on automating the process
of honeynet monitoring. One of our goals is to characterize the rapidly emerging phenomenon of
large “botnets”. See [11] for an experience report of tracking botnet activity using a network of
VMware-based honeypots.

While the state of the art in terms of building honeynet systems has advanced considerably,
the analysis of large-scale events captured by such systems remains in its early stages. The Hon-
eynet project has developed a set of tools for host-level honeypot analysis [1], and one can also
operate general exploit analysis tools [9] on high-interaction honeypot systems. At the network
level, Honeysnap [2] analyzes the contents of individual connections, particularly for investigat-
ing IRC traffic used for botnet command-and-control. Work by Rajab et al., on the other hand,
focuses on analyzing a captured bot’s activity in order to form a template that can then drive faux
command-and-control activity in order to study the long-term use of the botnet to which the bot
would belong [31]. These approaches all either focus on single instances of activity, or on study of
particular botnets over time (e.g., [31]).

The literature in addition includes a number of forensic case studies analyzing specific large-
scale events, particularly worms [18, 21]. Such case studies have often benefited from a priori
knowledge of the underlying mechanisms generating the traffic of interest. For our purposes, how-
ever, our goal is to infer the mechanisms themselves from a starting point of more limited (local)
knowledge.

Gu et al. propose a series botnet detection techniques based on behavior correlation [12, 13]. In
contract, we main focus on the forensic inference after such detection.

5.3 Classifying Honeynet Activity

We first explore a framework for classifying activity seen by a honeynet. We frame a network
situational awareness system architecture for such classification as including seven components:

• Active responders are a collection of service emulators, running in Honeyd or iSink. The
responders enable fine-grained attack analysis by engaging sources in packet exchanges for spe-
cific services. The system we examine in this chapter ran responders on a number of commonly
exploited services, including NetBIOS/SMB (ports 137/139/445), DCE/RPC (135/1025), HTTP
(80), Mydoom (3127), Beagle (2745), Dameware (6129), MS-SQL (1433), and a generic “echo-
responder” for other ports. (Details on responders are provided in [27].)

• A tunnel filter sends traffic from the monitored address space to the active responders using
UDP encapsulation. The tunnel employs a simple one-source → one-destination filter: we allow
each source to talk to only the first destination it contacts. This filtering greatly reduces the amount
of traffic seen by responders without a substantial impact on the overall attack profiles. Our analysis
here includes both filtered and prefiltered data; see [27] for a discussion of ther filtering strategies.

• Radiation-analy is a collection of Bro policy scripts to analyze data from active honeypots.
With these we aim to enable accurate high-level classification of attack profiles. This is challenging
due to the complexity of the dominant protocols such as NetBIOS and MS-SQL. We must strike
a balance between specificity and generality, so as to group together activity that is semantically
equivalent from an attack perspective, even if not identical as transmitted. We achieve this through
two means: (i) considering protocol as well as ‘well-known” exploit sementics, and (ii) aggregating
activity at multiple granularities.

The Radiation-analy scripts generate summaries at several granularities: (i) per-source scan-
ning profiles, (ii) connection-level summaries to distill into aggregate source counts of identical
connection profiles, and (iii) aggregate summaries of session profiles, where a session can be com-
prised of multiple types of connections. We use the first two in the daily evaluations examined
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Fig. 5.1 Comparison of first-packet MD5 vs radiation-analy summarization. Figure shows
radiation-analy provides significant benefit over simple “first-packet-MD5” classification strategy

here; aggregating session profiles has proven more difficult due to the diversity seen across groups
of connections, and so remains as future work.

In Figure 5.1, we compare the effectiveness of radiation-analy summaries with simple first-
packet-MD5 classification strategy proposed in [5] for one month. We see that that the radiation-
analy summaries enable the system to quickly learn about attack profiles and after the first couple
of six hour summaries, we typically see fewer than 10 new profiles per six-hour interval 1. In
contrast the first-packet-MD5 signature caching produces hundreds of new profiles per interval
and does not “learn” well .

• Adaptation. A key aspect of our framework is that it automatically updates its notions
of types of activity over time. Specifically, when activity fails to match an already-known pro-
file, the system inserts a description of the new activity into its database so that in the future
it will be identified as something we have previously seen. These descriptions are based on
semantic-level “tags” derived from Bro’s application-level analysis of the activity. Two exam-
ples of such tags are “445/tcp, binary-upload, CREATE FILE: "lsarpc"” and “RPC bind:

afa8bd80-7d8a-11c9-bef4-08002b102989 len=72; RPC request (24 bytes)”.
We can run Radiation-analy in a batch mode, and here the output we analyze comes from 6-

hour batches. Such runs thus periodically update the Honeynet database and feed Situational-analy,
each described next.

• Honeynet database stores the summarized connection profiles generated by Bro using a
database such as MySQL. This enables us to efficiently track temporal changes in the constituents
of malicious activity, and allows us to easily query for information such as the complete list of
known malicious signatures.

1 This scale is suitable for manual supervision.
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• Situational-analy is a script that queries the Honeynet database and generates periodic sum-
maries organized to highlight new events (those not previously in the database), large-scale or
unusual events, and endemic activity. To identify large-scale and unusual events we compute the
deviation of an event’s source volume (i.e., the number of distinct source IP addresses) from that
seen in the past for that type of event. We compute the deviation as a ratio, denoted β , as follows.
Let pi be the number of sources with connection profile p in time interval i, and m the number
of intervals prior to i where we previously observed this profile. Then βpi = mpi/∑

i−1
j=0 pi, i.e., the

number of sources observed in ti divided by the mean number of sources observed for this activity,
ignoring intervals when it was not observed.

Situational-analy generates situational summaries for high-β events. From experience a thresh-
old of βpi > 3.0 for minor escalations and βpi > 10.0 for high-β events works satisfactorily, in
terms of often yields the events one might reasonably deem “somewhat” and “quite” interesting,
respectively. We discuss this further in the next section.

• Situational In-depth is a series of statistical analyses we developed to classify large-scale
events, described in § 5.5. One can run these as either off-line tools, or for real-time classification.

5.4 Experiences With Activity Classification

In this section we report on experiences from six months’ of operation of a NetSA system built
along the lines framed in the previous section, running on a 1,280-address honeynet. The six-hour
summaries generated by the system alerted us to a host of potential new exploits and botnet
incidents over this period. While the details of each incident are not always compelling, the overall
insight the NetSA system yields in terms of isolating and summarizing events has been quite
clear. The operation, not surprisingly, has required tuning and refinement over time; in particular,
we gained experience with examining situational summary reports, we modified the format, β

thresholds, and the adaptive rule generator to better provide information at an appropriate level of
fidelity for daily use. The situational summaries currently generated have four parts, as follows:

1. New events: The report first summarizes new events, i.e., those not matching an existing profile
as abstracted by the Bro Radiation-analy script. This part of the report included the target port,
source count, and the newly generated Bro tag for this event, which includes protocol and
payload details. In our experience, the number of events in this category is typically less than 5.
The target ports can vary widely, while the number of distinct sources identified for these events
is usually only 1.
We have identified many different types of events using this portion of the summary, including
a number of misconfigurations and several suspected new virus strains and polymorphisms.
However, we initially expected that such previously unseen activity would very often prove
highly interesting, reflecting significant new forms of malware, once we had operated long
enough to fully populate our “known activity” database with the regular background radiation
one sees. An important negative result is that this has not turned out to be the case. The difficulty
is that the low levels of “new” activity we see also often include minor variations of previously
seen activity. The problem of perfectly generalizing activity to avoid flagging variants as “new”
has proven quite difficult, and remains a challenge for future work.

2. High-β events: The next section summarizes high-β events (β > 10.0). This component of the
report aims to identify fast-scanning worms and large-scale botnet attacks. The report lists the
Radiation-analy tag for each event along with hourly and 5-minute breakdowns of the number
of unique sources observed, overlap in sources between successive time intervals, number of
source /8-s and number of targets scanned. We see on the order of one high beta event per
day, though they are sometimes quite bursty, and sometimes a single event spans multiple 6 hr
reports. Using the tools presented below, our best assessment is that most of these have been
either botnet scans or misconfigurations.
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3. Minor escalations: The next section summarizes the “minor escalations” in volume (β > 3.0).
The report lists the β value, target port, source count, mean source count in the past, and
Radiation-analy tag. While we hypothesize that slow-scanning worms exploiting known ex-
ploits might initially become visible here, no such worm outbreak took place during our study
(nor did any outbreak of a fast-scanning novel worm). Typically this section includes on the
order of 10 or fewer events.

4. Top profiles: The final section describes the top 10 activity profiles (ranked by distinct source
IP count) observed in the 6 hr period. The report includes the target port, source count, and
associated Radiation-analy. This section provides an ongoing sense of endemic activity. It is
most frequently dominated by NetBIOS/SMB and DCE/RPC activity, but we see a significant
diversity in terms of other forms of activity.

5.5 Situational Awareness In-depth

Attribute Misconfig Botnet Worm
Source Arrivals:

Temporal source counts sharp onset gradual sharp onset
Arrival window narrow narrow wide

Interarrival distribution exponential exponential ∗ hyper-exp
Dst/Src Net Coverage:

Dest-net footprint hotspots binomial binomial
First-dest preference hotspots variable binomial
Source-net dispersion low-med low-med high

Source Macro-analysis:
Per-source profile hotspots variable variable

Target scope IPv4 <= /8 IPv4
Source lifetimes short short persistent

Table 5.1 Situational Awareness Attributes Summary

In this section we present a set of nine statistical analyses that aim to effectively classify large-
scale events. We base each on a hypothesis about the expected behavior of three major classes of
large-scale events: worm outbreaks, botnet sweeps, and misconfigurations. Table 5.1 summarizes
the expected behavior for each type of event from the perspective of a honeynet. In particular,
we focus on source arrivals (a probe from a distinct source IP), individual source characteristics,
and network coverage, as discussed in the following sections. While we have yet to identify a
single method that works in all cases, taken together these analyses provide a broad perspective on
large-scale events.

Two elements of the table merit clarification, both concerning “Interarrival distribution”. For
this row, “exponential” indicates interarrivals consistent with a Poisson process, i.e., independent
arrivals that occur at a constant rate. The “exponential∗” entry for Botnets indicates that initially we
expected botnet probing to arrive in an impulse, rather than as a Poisson process; but, for reasons
discussed below, the latter is often instead the case. The “hyper-exp” entry for Worms reflects that
while at a given instant in time we might expect arrivals to appear Poisson (assuming the worm
is random-scanning with a well-seeded random number generator), we also expect the worm’s
activity to grow over time as it spreads, so we anticipate seeing a Poisson process whose rate
steadily increases until the worm attains saturation.
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Incident Name Type Date No. Sources
BitTorrent NAT misconfig 2005-01-12 25 (1)
eDonkey1 P2P misconfig 2005-02-02 389
eDonkey2 P2P misconfig 2005-02-06 709
eDonkey3 P2P misconfig 2005-02-08 1,034

NB HiddenShare Botnet 2005-01-31 246
MS-SQL1 Botnet 2005-01-09 104
MS-SQL2 Botnet 2005-02-01 245
MS-SQL3 Botnet 2005-02-03 176
MS-SQL4 Botnet 2005-02-07 1,953

NB Incomplete Botnet 2005-01-10 6,561
DCERPC p1025 Botnet 2005-01-10 775
DCERPC p135 Botnet 2005-04-03 782

DCERPC p135-2 Botnet 2005-01-29 528
p6101-unknown Botnet 2005-01-20 30

NB Testfile Botnet 2005-01-15 96
NB Wkssvc Botnet 2005-01-11 26,010
CodeRed I Worm 2001-07-19 154,666

CodeRed I Re-emergence Worm 2001-08-01 126,311
CodeRed II Worm 2001-08-04 114,034

Nimda Worm 2001-08-18 139,351
Witty Worm 2004-03-20 5,553

Slammer Re-emergence Worm 2005-03-18 350

Table 5.2 Summary of high-β incidents & worm outbreaks
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Botnet and Code-Red 1
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For the analysis presented here, we collected traces for 22 large-scale events, detailed in Ta-
ble 5.2, to evaluate the utility of each type of analysis. We collected the traces for the misconfig-
uration and botnet events from our honeynet deployment, while the worm outbreak traces (other
than the Slammer resurgence) came from various archival sources. We now turn to a discussion of
each type of analysis.

5.5.1 Source Arrivals

• Temporal source counts: We hypothesized that a botnet sweep would be characterized by a
sharp rise and sharp decay in temporal source counts, as the botnet was first ordered en masse to
probe, and then completed its probing. In contrast, we expected the growth of worms to reflect the
size of the infected population, so the scanning behavior would steadily increase until the worm
shut down (e.g., Code Red 1) or was cleaned up.

We evaluate this by considering the scanning activity in terms of the number of distinct sources
seen in successive time intervals. Figure 5.2 shows the temporal source counts for three different
events: probing of a specific honeynet address that appears due to a misconfiguration in the eDon-
key peer-to-peer file sharing system (left); probing for the Windows wkssvc service in an event
we believe is most plausibly attributed to a botnet; and historical data from the initial outbreak of
Code Red 1 on July 19, 2001. (This last plot exhibits a brief measurement outage at the sharp line
towards the left.) While all three events exhibit a relatively sharp onset, that for eDonkey is par-
ticularly sharp, Wkssvc is concave down, and Code Red 1 is concave up. These potentially reflect
three different types of activity onset: sudden propagation among the sources (eDonkey), propaga-
tion that reaches most of the sources quickly but takes time to find all of them (wkssvc), and the
logistic growth characteristic of a worm (Code Red 1). In addition, the probable botnet activity is
distinguished from the others by its gradual but steady decay.

• Arrival window: We next look at the nature by which new sources arrive. We initially ex-
pected that botnets would exhibit a sharp spike in new arrivals as the master of the botnet pushed
out probing commands to each bot. However, this turns out to often not be the case. As we con-
firmed by analysis of source code from a widely used botnet controller (phatbot), a common way
of structuring botnets is not to push commands to them but rather to have the bots poll and pull.
For the source code we examined, bots wake up every 1000 seconds to check for new commands.
Given this behavior, rather than a sharp onset we instead might expect a steady rate of arrival over
an interval of 10–20 minutes.

Figure 5.3 shows the arrival rate for three events. The Wkssvc event is clearly more regular
than Nimda, but spread out over 10,000 sec. Perhaps this reflects a botnet with a polling interval
of 10,000 sec rather than 1000 sec; but, by itself, we cannot really tell, so we find that the arrival
window of new sources is insufficient by itself to distinguish worms from botnets.

• Interarrival distribution:
If bots indeed poll independently for the instructions, then they will activate with a uniform dis-

tribution over the polling interval. If in addition the rate at which the bots then reach the honeynet
with their probing is independent of when they receive their instructions, then we would expect the
arrival of the new sources to also be uniformly distributed over the polling interval; i.e., the arrivals
will appear to be form a Poisson process, resulting in exponentially distributed interarrival times.
On the other hand, the source interarrival times from worms should exhibit an increasing rate while
the worm initially propagates.

To evaluate source interarrival characteristics, we break up events into successive intervals,
each with an equal number of sources (e.g., we pick 10 intervals each with 10% of new sources).
We then plot the distribution of interarrival times and compare against an exponential reference
distribution fitted to the mean. For an evaluation over all the events in our set, we found that
botnet and misconfiguration events often show consistency with exponential interarrivals; Worm
outbreaks do so, too, but with different rates for different intervals.
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5.5.2 Destination/Source Net Coverage

• Destination-net scan footprint: Another set of salient features for large-scale events concerns
which destinations they probe. We would expect misconfigurations to target only a few addresses,
while botnets and worms might or might not exhibit localized scanning, which might be structured
(more likely for botnets, we might think) or might be randomized (more likely for worms).

We evaluate this behavior by considering the number of scans per source and the number of
sources that scanned particular destination IP addresses. Figure 5.4 shows the destination net-
work scan footprint for three different events. The eDonkey misconfiguration event clearly shows
hotspots, while the target selection for the worm and botnet scenarios visually appear random and
comprehensive.

• First destination preference Next, we test for a preference in the first destination chosen
by sources. This can reveal trends such as botnet sources that always start sequentially scanning
from the top of subnet, or sources of bias in the random number generators used by worms to
select targets. To evaluate this behavior, we count the number of times each destination address
was chosen by a source as its first target. If the scanning process is entirely random, i.e., there is
no bias in the scanning order, then we would expect these counts to have a binomial distribution
in terms of n trials (n = # sources) and a probability of success (i.e., a given destination is visited
first) p = 1/1280.

Figure 5.5 plots the first-destination preference for two events, along with the expected values
from the corresponding binomial distribution. The Wkssvc botnet fits the binomial quite well,
indicating it chooses its destinations fully at random, while Nimda exhibits a local preference. Not
surprisingly, an eDonkey misconfiguration event (not shown) shows a complete lack of fit.
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Fig. 5.3 Left: CDF of source arrivals eDonkey3, wkssvc, Nimda; Right: CDF of source lifetimes

• Source-net dispersion: Next, we consider the distribution of source hosts across the IPv4
address space. We hypothesize that hosts observed in worm outbreaks will be much more broadly
spread across the address space than botnets. Since sources sending traffic to the honeynet interact
with an active responder (other than for single-packet UDP probes), we can generally eliminate
the possibility of spoofed source IPs. We then compute a histogram of the count of sources seen
from each /8 address aggregate. Such plots (not shown) reveal that the source dispersion of known
worm outbreaks is much higher than that for likely botnet sweeps or misconfigurations.
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5.5.3 Source Macro-analysis

• Per-source scanning profile: Next, we investigate the degree to which the scanning profiles of
individual sources can provide insight into a large-scale event’s aggregate behavior. To do so, we
randomly select up to 100 sources and plot the destinations that each visit, sorting on the lowest
destination address visited (an alternative might be to sort by arrival time). In addition, we construct
phase-space plots of the consecutive honeynet addresses a given source probes. These two plots
are complementary: one provides per-source coverage information, the other provides per-source
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ordering information. (We find that this analysis is not needed for misconfiguration events due to
their restricted scanning profile.)

Figure 5.6 shows examples of scan profiles and associated phase-space plots for an MS-SQL
event likely due to a botnet. The left hand plot reveals that there are two types of sources, those
covering the entire target space and those scanning a small number of IPs. The phase-space plot
on the right suggests that the former set of sources in fact scan the address space sequentially. We
also see two parallel lines on either side instead of a single line down the diagonal. This artifact is
consistent with a single source using two independent scanning threads, each of which traverses
the address space separately but at the same rate. We see similar plots for other botnet incidents,
suggesting that we need to account for such concurrent scanning when testing for sequential scan-
ners. (Plots for Nimda similarly show the presence of two types of sources—few that cover the
entire address space, and the remainder that just target a few IPs. However the phase plot reveals
that the sources that scanned the entire address space did not do so sequentially, unlike the MS-
SQL scanners. While we explored various ways to extend this analysis, none has proven to be a
conclusive indicator of botnet or worm activity.)
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• Inferring target scope: A general situational awareness question concerns how broadly a
given event was actually scoped, as opposed to its prevalence seen within the honeynet. It can
matter a great deal whether a given event specifically targeted the monitored network, or only
incidentally probed it as part of much broader probing activity.

Roughly, we would expect worms to tend to have global target scope, while botnets and mis-
configurations might be considerably more localized. The problem then becomes how to assess
global scope given only a single honeynet vantage point. We address this issue in considerable
depth later in this chapter. Here, we assess a first, relatively simple attempt to do so by trying to in-
fer and then compare the global scanning rate of each source versus its local (within the honeynet)
scanning rate. We base our tool for doing this based on the observation that retransmitted TCP
SYN packets will generally be sent within 3 seconds. In general, we can often estimate how many
packets a source has sent between two packets we observe by changes in the IPID counter (if the
source’s OS implements the common policy of incrementing the ID by one for each packet sent).
A 3-second interval is sufficiently short it is highly unlikely the IPID field will have completely
wrapped (i.e., the source sends > 65,535 packets). Thus, we can use the IPID spacing between
retransmitted SYN packets as an estimate of the source’s global scan rate. We can extend this
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trick (which admittedly will often not work for sources that craft their own TCP packets) to UDP
sources, too, by considering packets we observed that arrive ≤ 3 sec apart.2.

In addition, we can construct an estimate of the local scanning rate for each source by dividing
the number of probes from it by its lifetime. We can then estimate the broader reach of a source
as the ratio of its estimated global rate versus its estimated local rate, multiplied by the size (in
addresses) of the honeynet.

Figure 5.7 shows log-log scatter plots of the estimated global and local scanning rates of each
source during four different events, confining the plot to sources that contacted at least 5 destina-
tions. For the eDonkey misconfiguration event, we estimate a multiplier between 103 and 105, so
we infer that the misconfiguration does not simply target our honeynet but includes thousands of
other targets. The Wkksvc botnet incident yields an estimated multiplier of around 104, indicates
that the event likely targeted the equivalent of a /8 network. This level of scoping holds for all of
the botnet incidents we have analyzed. On the other hand, data from Nimda reveals two clusters of
sources.3 The multiplier here for the higher-cluster is between 106 and 107 consistent with the en-
tire IPv4 address space. Finally, data from the Witty worm outbreak yields an estimated multiplier
of around 106. The target network used to collect that data had ≈ 8K addresses, so this scales up
to a footprint on the order of the entire IPv4 address space, which is the correct scope for Witty.

2 It is also important to keep in mind that UDP sources are more aggressive than TCP, hence their
IPID field wraps around sooner. For Witty, the wrap-around time for a typical host was around
10 seconds, compared to TCP where we find it an order of magnitude higher
3 we attribute this to Nimda’s preferential scanning behavior.
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• Source lifetimes: The final attribute we consider is the lifetime of sources, i.e., for how long
do we see them active in the honeynet. We hypothesize that botnet sources will be short lived,
since they presumably are told to conduct a specific scan and will stop when they have completed
it, while worm sources will be persistent unless they have mechanisms in them to stop scanning
after a certain point, which have not been seen to date (other than Code Red 1’s die-off on the 20th
of each month [34]).

Figure 5.3 plots the CDF of source lifetimes for three events. A lifetime of 0 corresponds to
seeing the source very briefly or perhaps only once. We see that our expectation largely holds: bot-
nets and misconfigurations have short lifetimes, while the lifetimes of worm sources are distributed
broadly. While this analysis can be a useful discriminator between worms and botnets, its utility is
limited by the fact that we need to wait before we can make the determination.

5.6 Towards Automated Classification
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Fig. 5.8 Temporal distribution of source count for VNC.

We now turn to the problem of how to automatically determine the significance of events seen
by a honeynet. We consider the problem in the context of our experiences with a detection sensor
we operated that consisted of ten contiguous /24 subnets within one of the Lawrence Berkeley Na-
tional Laboratory’s /16 networks. Along the lines of the system discussed earlier in this chapter, we
deployed Honeyd responders [30] on five of the subnets, in this case we also operated the other five
completely “dark”. (We use this latter for “liveness” detection.) The Honeyd configuration is simi-
lar to that used by Pang et al. in [26]: we simulate the HTTP, NetBIOS, SMB, WINRPC, MSSQL,
MYSQL, SMTP, Telnet, DameWare protocols, with echo servers for all other port numbers. We
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evaluate these analysis techniques using 293 GB of trace data collected over two years (2006 and
2007).

The analysis focuses on inference of the properties of botnet probes (rather than worms and
misconfigurations, which we included in our scope previously in this chapter). We define a session
as a set of connections between a pair of hosts with a specific purpose, perhaps involving multiple
application protocols. The system extracts events based on the number of unique sources arriving
in a window of time. For instance, Figure 5.8 shows source arrival counts for VNC (TCP port 5900)
for the year 2006, where each point represents the number of sources within a six-hour interval.
Large spikes generally correspond to scanning from worms or botnets, or misconfigurations. We
leverage time series analysis to extract such spikes as events. Then, we further classify the events
into misconfigurations, worms, or botnet probing. (For details on the methodology, see [19].)

For botnet probing, there are numerous scanning strategies that attackers can potentially use.
Identifying the particular approach can provide a basis to infer further properties of the events
and perhaps of the botnets themselves. We refer to these strategies as scan patterns, and under-
take to develop a set of scan-pattern checking techniques to understand different dimensions of
such strategies: (i) monotonic-trend checking, (ii) liveness checking, (iii) uniformity checking, and
(iv) dependency checking. Once we identify a probing event’s scan pattern, we then use the scan
pattern to extrapolate global properties of the event. We focus on two of the most common scan
patterns: uniform random scanning, and uniform “live-aware” scanning.

5.7 Assessing Botnet Scanning Patterns

In this section we consider analysis algorithms designed to check a single aspect of the character-
istics manifested by a scan. We can then combine the characteristics of an event to construct the
full scan pattern in use.

We first classify the scan traffic pattern into monotonic, partially monotonic and non-monotonic
trends. For non-monotonic trends, we assess the possible use of a liveness-sensitive or random-
uniform scanning (even distribution of scans across the portion of the sensor space). Finally, for
random-uniform patterns we test whether we can model the senders as independent.

5.7.1 Monotonic Trend Checking

Question: Do senders follow a monotonic trend in their scanning?
Monotonically scanning the destination IP addresses (e.g., sequentially one after another) is a

technique widely used by earlier network scanning tools. In our evaluation, we do find some events
that employed the monotonic trend scanning.

For each sender, we test for monotonicity in targeting by applying the Mann-Kendall trend
test [15], a non-parametric hypothesis testing approach. We set the significance level to 0.5%, since
a higher significance level will introduce more false positives, and for situational awareness we can
wind up applying the test to thousands of sources. The intuition behind this test is to assess whether
if the data contains a monotonic trend as indicated by the aggregated sign value of the increment
(i.e., a value of +1 for a positive increment, 0 for no change, and -1 for a negative increment) of all
consecutive value pairs attaining a value that randomness could not plausibly acheive achieve.

We label an entire event as having a monotonic trend if more than 80% of senders exhibit a
trend. We instead label the event as non-monotonic if more than 80% of senders do not exhibit a
trend. We label the remainder as partial monotonic.
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5.7.2 Checking for Liveness-Aware Scanning

Question: Do the bots show sensitivity to “liveness” in their scanning?
By liveness-aware scanning, we refer to an event for which the attacker appears to have previ-

ously acquired knowledge of which network blocks in the Internet contain active hosts and which
appear unused. Liveness-aware scanning can be employed to achieve higher scan efficiency, since
time is not wasted on blocks of addresses that will not reap benefit.

We detect the use of a liveness-aware scanning as follows. We operate half of our sensor region
in a live fashion, and half “dark” (no responses). If we observe an event only in the live portion,
this provides strong evidence that the scan was liveness-aware. However, one consideration is
event “pollution”—sources that actually are background noise rather than part of the botnet, but
that exhibited similar scanning at the same time, and thus were inadvertantly included in the event.
Thus, we do not require a complete absence of darknet scanning, but instead test for the prevalence
of honeynet scans over darknet scans significantly exceeding what we would expect if the event
selected indiscriminately between the two.
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Fig. 5.9 Liveness-aware (“hit-list”) and uniform scanning on the sensor.

Figure 5.9 compares a liveness-aware event (WINRPC-070625) versus a random-uniform event
(VNC-060729). To distinguish between two such cases, we define the ratio of the number of
senders that target the darknet (md) over those of the honeynet (mh) as θ = md

mh
. Then we test

whether θ crosses a given threshold. Our evaluation suggests the results are not very sensitive to
the threshold we choose.

Note that for the events that require application-level analysis to separate the activity from the
background traffic (e.g., different types of HTTP probing), sources in the event will necessarily
be restricted to the honeynet because application-level dialog requires responses that the darknet
cannot provide. In this case we can still perform an approximate test, by testing the volume of
traffic seen concurrently in the darknet probing the same port number. Doing so, may miss some
liveness-aware events, however, because we tend to overestimate the amount of activity the botnet
exhibits in the darknet.

Another issue arises if an attacker chooses a small scan range that happens to include only the
live addresses. However, even if this occurs we would also (if it does not reflect previous scanning,
i.e., is not liveness-aware) expect it to occur equally often the other way around, i.e., including only
darknet addresses—however, in our 2 years of data we do not observe this latter occurrence.

In the 203 events we analyzed, we find 33 (16.3%) reflect liveness-aware events.
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5.7.3 Uniformity Checking

Question: Does an event uniformly scan the target range?
A natural scanning technique for bots to employ is uniform random scanning across the target

range. We can describe testing for whether scans are evenly distributed in the honeynet sensor as
a distribution-checking problem. We employ a simple χ2 test, which is well-suited for the discrete
nature of address blocks. In general, when employing a χ2 test, key requirement is to ensure that
the expected value Ei for any bin should exceed 5 [32], which then drives the selection of how many
bins to use. Accordingly, for our particular situation since our events have at least several hundred
scans in them, we divide the 2,560 addresses in our Honeynet into 40 bins with 64 addresses per
bin. We then use the χ2 test with a significance level of 0.5%.

5.7.4 Dependency Checking

Question: Do the sources scan independently or are they coordinated?
Sophisticated scanning strategies can introduce correlations between the sources in order to

control the work that each contributes more efficiently. To test for such coordination, we use the
following hypothesis test: the null hypothesis is that the senders act in a uniform, independent
fashion (where we first test for uniformity as discussed above); while the alternative hypothesis is
that the senders have some degree of coordination in them, which manifests as a lack of consistency
with independence. If an event comprises n scans targeting d destinations in a uniform random
manner, we can in principle calculate the distribution of the number of destinations that receive
exactly k scans, Zk. We then reject the null hypothesis if the observed value is too unlikely given
this distribution (we again use a 0.5% significance level).

Theorem 5.1. If n scans target d addresses in a uniform independent manner, the number of ad-
dresses Z0 (k = 0) that do not receive any scan follows the probability distribution function:

P(z0) =
(

d
z0

)
×Stirling2(n,d− z0)× (d− z0)!/dn

Stirling2(n,y) denotes the Stirling number of the second kind [35], which is the number of
ways to partition n elements to y non-empty sets. For the proof, see [19], which also includes
discussion for the more general cases of k > 0.

5.8 Extrapolating Global Properties

We now turn to the problem of estimating a botnet event’s global scope (target size, participating
scanners) based only on local information. This task is challenging because the size of the local
sensor may be very small compared to the whole range scanned by a botnet, giving only a very
limited view of the scanning event. For our estimation, we considered eight global properties, as
shown in Table 5.3.

For both uniform-random and uniform-liveness-aware scanning, the uniformity property en-
ables us to consider the local view as a random sample of the global view. Thus, the operating
system (OS), autonomous system (AS), and IP prefix distributions observed in local measurements
provide an estimate of the corresponding global distributions (bottom three rows). However, we
need to consider that if bots exhibit heterogeneity in their scanning rates, then the probability of
observing a bot decreases for slower-scanning ones. Scanning rate heterogeneity introduces a bias
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Property name uniform uniform estimation
scanning liveness-aware method

Global target scope Yes Yes indirect
Total # of bots Yes Yes indirect
Total # of scans Yes Yes indirect
Average scan speed per bot Yes Yes indirect
Coverage hit ratio Yes No direct
Sender OS distribution Yes Yes direct
Sender AS distribution Yes Yes direct
Sender IP prefix distribution Yes Yes direct

Table 5.3 Global properties inferred from local observations.

towards the faster bots for these distributional properties. By extrapolating the total number of
bots, however, we can roughly estimate the prevalence of this effect. It turns out that in all of our
analyzed events, we find that more than 70% of the bots appear at the local sensor,4 allowing us to
compare the number of bots seen at the local sensor with the extrapolated global bot population,
as shown in Table 5.7. Thus, the bias appears to be relatively small.

The “coverage hit ratio” gives the percentage of target IPs scanned by the botnet. As this metric
is more difficult to estimate for liveness-aware probing, we mainly consider uniform scanning, for
which certain destinations are not reached due to statistical variations. For uniform scanning, we
can directly estimate this metric based on the coverage in our local sensor.

In the remainder of this section we focus on the four remaining properties, each of which
requires indirect extrapolation.

5.8.1 Assumptions and Requirements

To proceed with indirect extrapolation, we must make two key assumptions:
First, the attacker is oblivious to our sensors and thus sends probes to them without discrim-

ination. This assumption is fundamental to general honeynet-based traffic study, (cf. the probe-
response attack developed in [6] and counter-defenses [7]). A general discussion of the problem is
beyond the scope of this chapter. However, since we assume such techniques are mainly used by
a single enterprise or a set of collaborating enterprises, we need not release sensing information to
the public, which counters the basic attack in [6]. With this assumption, we can treat the local view
as providing unbiased samples of the global view.

Second, each sender has the same global scan scope. This should be true if all the senders are
controlled by the same botmaster and each sender scans uniformly using the same set of instruc-
tions.

We argue that these two fundamental assumption likely apply to any local-to-global extrapo-
lation scheme. In addition, we check for one general requirement before applying extrapolation,
namely consistency with the presumption that each sender evenly distributes its scans across the
global scan scope. This requirement is valid for both uniform random scanning and random per-
mutation scanning, regardless of whether employing liveness-aware scanning. Therefore, prior to
applying the extrapolation approaches, we test for consistency with uniformity (via methodology
discussed in Section 5.7), which many of the botnet scan events pass (80.3%).

4 The high percentage of bots appearing at the local sensor arises due to the fact that probing
events continue long enough to expose majority of the bots.
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Of course there is the usual “arms race” here between attackers and defenders. If techniques
such as those we present here become widely used, then attackers will modify their probing traffic
to skew the defenders’ analysis. We adopt the view common in network security research that there
is significant utility in “raising the bar” for attackers even if a technique is ultimately evadable.

Approach Properties Affected Require IPID
by botnet or port #
dynamics continuity

Both # of bots No No

Approach I
Global target scope No Yes
Total # of scans No Yes
Average scan speed per bot Yes Yes

Approach II
Global target scope Yes No
Total # of scans Yes No
Average scan speed per bot Yes No

Table 5.4 Additional assumptions and requirements.

There are some additional requirements specific to certain extrapolation approaches, as listed
in Table 5.4. Botnet dynamics, such as churn or growth, can influence certain extrapolation ap-
proaches. Accordingly these approaches work better for short-lived events. Approach I, as dis-
cussed in section 5.8.3, requires continuity of the IP fragment identifier (IPID) or ephemeral port,
which holds for botnets dominated by Windows or MacOS machines (in our datasets we found
all the events are dominated by Windows machines). We use passive OS fingerprinting to check
whether we can assume that this property holds.

5.8.2 Estimating Global Population

Table 5.5 gives the notation for our problem formulation and analysis, marking estimates with
“hat”s. For example, ρ̂ represents the estimated local over global ratio, i.e., ratio of local sensor
size compared to the global target scope of the botnet event; Ĝ represents the estimated global
target scope.

If ρ is small, many senders may not arrive at the sensor at all. In this case, we cannot measure
the total bot population directly. Instead, we extrapolate the total number of bots as follows. With
the uniform scan assumption discussed above, we have:

m1

M
=

m12

m2
(5.1)

based on the following reasoning. We can split the address range of the sensor into two parts.
Since the senders observed in each part are independent samples from the total population M,
Equation 5.1 follows from independence. For example, suppose there are total M = 400 bots. In the
first half sensor, we see m1 = 100 bots, which is 1/4 of the total bot population. Consider the second
half as another independent sensor, so the bots it observes form another random sample from the
total population. Then we have a 1/4 chance to see if there is a bot already seen in the first half.
If the second half observes m2 = 100 bots too, the shared bots will be close to m12 = 100/4 = 25.
Since in Equation 5.1 we can directly measure m1, m2, and m12, we can solve for M, the total
number of bots in the population.
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This technique is a simple instance of a general approach used to estimate animal populations
known as Mark and Recapture. Since the m1, m2 and m12 are measured at the same time window,5

the estimated total population M is the number of bots of the botnet in the time window.

T Event duration observed in the local sensor
d Size of the local sensor
G Size of global target scope
ρ Local over global ratio d/G
M Total # of senders in the global view in T
m Total # of senders in the local view in T
m1 # of senders in the first half of the local view in T
m2 # of senders in the second half of the local view in T
m12 # of overlapped senders of m1 and m2 in T
R Average scanning speed per bot
RGi Global scanning speed of bot i
Ti Time between first and last scan arrival time from bot i
ni Number of local scans observed from bot i in T
∆ t j Inter-arrival time between the j and j +1 scans
Q Local total # of scans in T

Table 5.5 Table of notations.

5.8.3 Exploiting IPID/Port Continuity

We now turn to estimating the global scan scope. We can consider two basic strategies: first, infer-
ring the number of scans sent by sources in between observations of their probes at the Honeynet
(Approach I); second, estimating the average bot global scanning speed using the minimal inter-
arrival time we observe for each source (Approach II, covered in Section 5.8.4).

Approach I is based on measuring changes between a source’s probes in the IPID or ephemeral
port number. We predicate use of this test on first applying passive OS fingerprinting to identify
whether the sender exhibits continuous IPID and/or ephemeral port selection. This property turns
out (see below) to hold for modern Windows and Mac systems, as well as Linux systems for
ephemeral ports.

IPID continuity. Windows and MacOS systems set the 16-bit IPID field in the IP header from
a single, global packet counter, which is incremented by 1 per packet. During scanning, if the
machine is mainly idle, and if the 16-bit counter does not overflow, we can use the difference
in IPID between two observed probes to measure how many additional (unseen by us) scans the
sender sent in an interval. (The algorithm becomes a bit more complex because of the need to
identify and correct IPID overflow/wrap, as discussed below. We also need to take into account the
endianness of the IPID counter as manifest in the IP header.)

A potential problem that arises with this approach is retransmission of TCP SYN’s, which may
increment the IPID counter even though they do not reflect new scans. Thus, when estimating
global scan speed we divide by the average TCP SYN retransmission rate observed for the sender.

Ephemeral port number continuity. Based on source code inspections, we know that bots
often let the operating system allocate the ephemeral source port associated with their scanning
probes. These are again usually allocated by sequentially incrementing a single, global, counter.
As with IPID, we then use observed gaps in this header field to estimate the number of additional

5 Mark and Recapture requires a “closed system” assumption.
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scans we did not see. (In this case, the logic for dealing with overflow/wrapping is slightly more
complex, since different OSes confine the range used for ephemeral ports to different ranges. If we
know the range from the fingerprinted OS, we use it directly; otherwise, we estimate it using the
range observed locally, i.e., the maximum port number observed minus the minimum port number
observed.)

For all the botnet events in the two-year Honeynet dataset, OS fingerprinting (via the p0f
tool) indicates the large majority of bots run Windows 2000/XP/2003/Vista (85%), enabling us to
apply both IPID and ephemeral port number based estimation. We also know that the proportion
of Windows 95/98/NT4 is very low (0.8%), and only for those cases we need to switch the byte
order. (These percentages match install-based statistics [4].)

Global scan speed estimation. As the IPID and ephemeral port number approaches work
similarly, here we discuss only the former. We proceed by identifying the top sources originating in
at least four sets of scanning. We test whether (after overflow recovery) the IPIDs increase linearly
with respect to time, as follows. First, for two consecutive scans, if the IPID of the second is smaller
than the first, we adjust it by 64K. We then try to fit the corrected IPIDi and its corresponding arrival
time ti, along with previous points, to a line. If they fit with correlation coefficient r > 0.99, this
reflects consistency with a near-constant scan speed, and the sender is a single host rather than
multiple hosts behind a NAT. When this happens, we estimate the global speed from the slope.

It is possible that multiple overflows might occur, in which case the simple overflow recovery
approach will fail. However, in this case the chance that we can still fit the IPIDs to a line is very
small, so in general we will discard such cases. This will create a bias when estimating very large
global scopes, because they will more often exhibit multiple overflows.

Sources that happen to engage in activity in addition to scanning can lead to overestimation of
their global scan speed, since they will consume IPID or possibly ephemeral port numbers more
quickly than those that might be simply due to the scanning. To offset this bias, when we have both
IPID and ephemeral port estimates, we use the lesser of the two. Furthermore, in our evaluation,
for the cases where we can get both estimates, we check the consistency between them, finding
that IPID estimates usually produce larger results, but more than 95% of the time within a factor
of two of the ephemeral port estimate. (Clearly, IPID can sometimes advance more quickly if the
scanner receives a SYN-ACK in response to a probe, and thus returns an ACK to complete the
3-way handshake.)

Global scan scope extrapolation. With the ability to estimate the global scan speed, we fi-
nally estimate the global scan scope. Since we know the local scope, the problem is equivalent to
estimating the local over global ratio, ρ . Suppose in a botnet event there are m senders seen by the
sensor, for which we can estimate the global scan speeds RGi for a subset of size m′. For sender
i, we know Ti (duration during which we observe the sender in the honeynet) and ni (number of
observed scans). We use the linear regression as discussed above to estimate the RGi , which is also
quite accurate. The main estimation error comes from variation of the observed ni from its expec-
tation. Define ρ̂i = ni

RGi ·Ti
for each sender. Sender i’s global scan speed is RGi . Globally during Ti,

it sends out RGi ·Ti scans. ni is the number of scans we see if we sample from RGi ·Ti total scans
with probability ρ . Therefore, ρ̂i is an estimator of ρ . If we aggregate over all the m′ senders, we
get

ρ̂ = ∑
m′
i ni

∑
m′
i RGi ·Ti

(5.2)

Average Scan Speed Per Bot. After extrapolating ρ and M, we estimate the average scan speed
per bot using:

Q
R ·T ·M

= ρ (5.3)

Here Q is the number of scans received by the sensor in time T , which should reflect a portion
ρ of the total scans. We estimate the total scans by R ·T ·M, where R is the average scan speed per
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bot. This formulation assumes that each bot participates in the entire duration of the event, which
is more likely to hold for short-lived events.

Limitations. Note that the above techniques can fail if attackers either craft raw IP packets
or explicitly bind the source port used for TCP probes. Thus, the schemes may lose power in the
future. However, crafting raw IP packets and simulating a TCP stack is a somewhat time consuming
process, especially given most bots (85+%) we observed run Windows, and in modern Windows
systems the raw socket interface has been disabled. Empirically, in our datasets we did not find any
case for which the techniques did not apply.

5.8.4 Extrapolating from Interarrival Times

For Approach II, we estimate global scanning speed (and hence global scope, via estimating ρ

from an estimate of R using Equation 5.3) in a quite different fashion, as follows. Clearly, a sender’s
global scan speed s provides an upper bound on the local speed we might observe for the sender.
Furthermore, if we happen to observe two consecutive scans from that sender, then they should
arrive about ∆ t = 1/s apart. Accordingly, the minimum observed ∆ t gives us a lower bound on s,
but with two important considerations: (i) the lower bound might be too conservative, if the global
scope is large, and we never observe two consecutive scans, and (ii) noise perturbing network
timing will introduce potentially considerable inaccuracies in the assumption that the observed ∆ t
matches the interarrival spacing present at the source.

We proceed by considering all m senders, other than those that sent only a single scan. We rank
these by the estimated global scan rate they imply via ŝ = 1/∆̂ t, where ∆̂ t is the minimum observed
interarrival time for the sender. Naturally, fast senders should tend to reflect larger estimated speeds,
which we verified by comparing ∆̂ t of each sender with how many scans we observed from it. We
find that generally the correlation is clear, though with considerable deviations.

Using the fast senders’ speeds to form an estimate of the average scanning speed may of course
overestimate the average speed. On the other hand, our technique aims at estimating a lower bound.
Thus, it is crucial to find a balanced point among the possible estimates. We do so by presenting
the different sorted estimates from which an analyst can choose the “knee” of the resulting curve,
i.e., the point with smallest rank k for which an increase in k yields little change in s. Figure 5.10
shows an example, plotting the top 30 maximum estimated speeds of Event VNC-060729. From
the figure we would likely select k = 6 as the knee, giving an estimated speed 8.26.

5.9 Evaluation of Automated Classification

We now present an assessment of these techniques using the honeynet traffic described above.
The total data spans 24 months and 293 GB of packet traces. Since the extrapolation algorithms
have linear computational complexity, for a given event it takes less than a minute to analyze
its scan properties and perform extrapolation analysis. We extracted 203 botnet scan events and
504 misconfiguration events. The dataset also includes a few moderate worm outbreaks during the
observation period, such as the Allaple worm [3].

We first present characteristics of the botnet scanning events, followed by a look at botnet
event correlation. Next we discuss results for the four botnet scan pattern checking techniques and
their validation, followed by some findings regarding liveness-aware events. We finish with the
presentation of global extrapolation results and their validation using DShield, a world-wide scan
repository.
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5.9.1 Basic Characteristics of Botnet Events

Targeted # of kinds of Events
Service vul./probes
NetBIOS/SMB/RPC 7 81
VNC 1 39
Symantec 1 34
MS SQL 1 14
HTTP 2 13
Telnet 1 12
MySQL 1 6
Others 4 4
total 18 203

Table 5.6 The summary of the events.

Table 5.6 breaks down 203 events according to their targeted services. We see that most of the
events targeted popular services with large installed bases. We also see that 30 events reflected pure
port reconnaissance without any payloads; another 3 events checked whether the HTTP service was
open by requesting the homepage; and the remainder (83.7%) targeted particular vulnerabilities.
Therefore, these botnet scans likely reflect attempted exploitations.
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Figure 5.11 shows the CDF of event duration. A botnet event can last from a few minutes to a
few days. We observe 36 events that lasted very close to half an hour, leading to the spike in the
cumulative distribution. (We will discuss those events in details in Section 5.9.2.) In Figure 5.12,
we show the CDF of unique number of ASes per event. Most of the bots (62.7%) come from
more than 100 ASes. Only 3% of events reflect fewer than 20 ASes. This implies that cleaning the
botnets from some part of the world (a few ASes) will not make a significant dent in their overall
presence, and that blocking based on AS number is very problematic due to large number of ASes
involved.

5.9.2 Event Correlation

To assess the temporal and source (bot IP address) correlations of different events, we decide that if
two events have more than 20% source addresses in common, we consider them as correlated. We
calculate the percentage of sharing as the maximum of the shared addresses over the total addresses
of two events. We observe two types of interesting behavior:

Behavior 1: The botmasters ask the same botnet to scan the same vulnerability repeatedly. In
our two years of data, we find several event clusters that exhibit this behavior. For example, there
is a cluster of 36 events that occur every day, always scanning the same SMB vulnerability. These
events form a nearly complete clique, i.e., on average each event shares about 35% of the same
source addresses in common with most of the other events. In Figure 5.13, we show a subset of
this commonality graph. (The number on an edge labels the percentage of bots sharing.)

Behavior 2: The botmasters appear to ask most of the bots in a botnet to focus on one vulner-
ability, while choosing a small subset of the bots to test another vulnerability. Apart from these
big clusters, we find there are some cases in which two events has very high correlation (more
than 80% of source address commonality), and occur very close in time, usually the same day. We
find that often the first event is much larger in terms of the number of bots than the second; the
second is just a small subset of the bots from the first. This behavior illustrates that the difficulty
of fingerprinting botnet activity, if indeed our speculation is correct that botmasters may select a
subset of bots to assign to different tasks.

5.9.3 Property-Checking Results

Figure 5.14 shows the breakdown of the events along different scanning dimensions. Six of the
203 events exhibit partial monotonic trends; 16.3% reflect liveness-aware (“hit-list”) scanning;
80.3% follow the random-uniform pattern, passing both uniformity and independence tests.

Through manual inspection of the partial-monotonic events, we find that nearly half of the bots
scan randomly and another half of bots scan sequentially. All of these bots start to scan at almost the
same time, suggesting the activity was indeed of a single origin. Perhaps they reflect two groups of
bots controlled by the same botmaster, and the botmaster asking these two groups to use different
scan strategies; but in general, this behavior is puzzling.

We in addition test the use of liveness-aware scanning. As mentioned before, we use θ (the ratio
of the number of senders in the darknet over to those of the honeynet) to classify the events. Out of
the 106 events classified by port number, 33 reflect liveness-aware scanning when using θ = 0.5.
In fact, all have empirical values for θ < 0.01, and all of events with θ > 0.5 have θ > 0.85.
The 97 other events use popular ports also seen in background radiation, and thus we have to
classify them based on application-level behavior. For these, we conservatively assume that all of
the senders in the darknet using the same port number are possible members of the event, which
tends to overestimate θ . For these 97 events, we did not find any with small θ and most of them
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Fig. 5.13 A subset of the cluster of 36 events which all target a same vulnerablity in SMB.
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Fig. 5.14 Scan pattern-checking results.

have θ larger than one. We found in all the cases, the results are insensitive to the threshold of θ .
In addition, none of the events only target the darknet.

date desc ex. DShield scope ex.
2006 scope scope ratio scope

(I)(/8) (/8) (I) (II)(/8)
08-25 MSSQL 1.48 1 1.48 4.6
11-26 Symantec 0.59 0.75 0.79 0.1
11-27 Symantec 0.76 1 0.76 0.4
11-28 Symantec 0.92 1 0.92 4.0
07-23 VNC 0.63 0.9 0.7 0.9
07-29 VNC 0.63 0.87 0.72 0.9
10-31 VNC 0.80 0.80 1 0.6
08-24 NetBIOS 0.86 1 0.86 3.5
08-25 NetBIOS 1.13 1 1.13 2.5
08-29 NetBIOS 0.89 1 0.89 0.5
09-02 SMB 0.67 0.50 1.34 0.5
07-26 SMB 0.82 1 0.82 4.3

Table 5.7 Global scope extrapolation results and validation.

We find that 34 of the 197 random events fail our test for uniformity. We can visually confirm
that all of the remaining 163 events passing the test indeed appear uniform. Three of those that
failed appear uniform visually, but have a very large numbers of scans, for which the statistical
testing becomes stringent in the presence of a minor amount of noise. In the remaining failed
cases, we can see “hot-spot” addresses that clearly attract more activity than others; we do not
have an explanation for these.

Finally, we test the 163 uniform cases for coordination, not finding any instances at a 0.5%
significance level.
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5.9.4 Extrapolation Evaluation & Validation

We validate two forms of global extrapolation—global scan scope and total number of bots—using
DShield [10], a very large repository of scanning and attack reports.

Finding: 75% of the estimates of global scanning scope using only local data lie within a factor
of 1.35 of estimates from DShield’s global data, and all within a factor of 1.5.

Finding: 64% of bot population estimates are within 8% of relative errors from DShield’s global
data, and all within 27% of relative errors.

For 163 uniform events, 135 reflect independent uniform scanning and 28 reflect liveness-aware
scanning. For each type we estimate either the total scanning ranges or the total size of the target
lists, respectively. It is difficult to verify liveness-aware extrapolations because of the difficulty of
assessing how the limited targeting will align with sources that report to DShield. However, we
can validate extrapolations from the first class of events since we find they usually target a large
address range. Due to limited data access to DShield, we have only been able to verify 12 cases, as
shown in Table 5.7.

5.9.4.1 Global Scope Extrapolation and Validation.

Global scope extrapolation results: In Table 5.7, we show the extrapolated scan scope estimated
from the local honeynet compared to an estimation made with the DShield data. Column ex. scope
(I) shows the honeynet extrapolated scan scope by Approach I. Column DShield scope shows the
DShield-based estimation. Column scope ratio gives the ratio of the extrapolated scan scope by
Approach I over the DShield scope. Column ex. scope (II) shows the extrapolated scan scope by
Approach II. From the results, we see that our findings are consistent with those derived from
DShield.
Validation Methodology: We find that most DShield sensors manifest synchronized clocks (i.e.,
we often find significant temporal overlap between our honeynet events and corresponding DShield
reports). For a given extraplation, we take two steps for validation. First, since the extrapolation
results all wound up being of /8 size or quite close, we find all the /8 networks (except those with
private IP prefixes) with sufficient source overlap with the honeynet events. Secondly, for these /8
networks, we infer the scan scopes and compare them with our results.

Step 1. Let X denote the /8 IP prefix of our sensor. We first calculate the number of shared
senders N(X) between our event data and scan logs for X from DShield. We consider additional
/8 prefixes Yi if their numbers of senders shared with the honeynet N(Yi) are larger than N(X)/3,
reflecting an assumption that if a botnet uniformly scans multiple /8 prefixes, each should see quite
a few sources in common. For X and each Yi, we select the full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of the unique source arrival process as a (conservative) way to delineate the global interval of the
event. We then calculate the time range overlap with X for each Yi; if the overlap of Yi exceeds 50%
of X’s interval, we consider that the botnet scanned X and Yi at the same time.

Step 2. After finding the scanned /8 networks, we estimate the scan scope within each. Alter-
natively, we compute the ratio of sensors in each network reporting the scans. There are several
limitations of DShield data. First, it does not contain complete scan information (only a subset of
scans within a prefix are reported). Second, different sensors might use different reporting thresh-
olds and might not see all activity (e.g., due to firewall filtering). Thus all these limitations make
calibration of data a challenging task.

To assess the limitations, we check a one-week interval around our events to find which DShield
sensors ever report a given type of activity. We treat all the reporting sensors in one /24 network
as a single unique sensor. For such sensors, we count the number from different /24 networks,
denoted by Ctotal . Similarly, we count the number of unique sensors from different /24 networks
that reported scans from shared senders of the given event, denoted Cest . We reduce the noise from
the DShield data by removing sensors that only report a single address within a /24 sensor. We
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then use Cest /Ctotal to estimate the fraction of a /8 networks scanned by the botnet, which gives us
a conservative estimate of the event’s total range. We add up such fractions if there are multiple
related /8 networks discovered in the first step, indicating the results in Column DShield scope of
Table 5.7.
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Fig. 5.15 Scope factors of the 12 events validated.

Accuracy Analysis: We define the scope factor as max(D/H,H/D), where the D is the Dshield
scope and H is the Honeynet scope. The scope factor indicates the absolute relative error in the
log scale. The DShield data shows that such local estimates of global scope exhibit a promising
level of accuracy. As shown in Figure 5.15, for Approach I the scope factors of 75% events are less
than 1.35, and all of them are less than 1.5. Approach II (column ex. scope II) works less well (58%
of events are within a factor of three, and 92% within a factor of six), but it may still exhibit enough
power to enable sites to differentiate scans that specifically target them versus broader sweeps. In
our two-year dataset, we did not find any scan events specifically targeting the site where the sensor
resides; this fits with the institute’s threat model, which is mainly framed in terms of indiscriminant
attacks.

5.9.4.2 Total Population Estimates and Validation

We assume that our honeynet event data and the corresponding DShield data give us two indepen-
dent samples of the bot population, which presents an opportunity to employ Mark and Recapture.
We count the sources observed by DShield sensors of IP prefix X on the same port number in the
same time window as the sources of DShield sensors. We term the number of sources in common
between our honeynet and DShield as the shared sources. Based on the similar idea of Equa-
tion 5.1, we know the fraction of the shared sources to the sources of DShield should be equal to
the ratio between bots observed in the honeynet and total population. Since DShield sensors will
see other scanners (constituting noise) as well, we will likely underestimate the first fraction, and
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consequently overestimate the bot population. Per the results shown below, we find the estimates
very close to those we estimate locally by splitting the sensor into two halves.

Table 5.8 shows the extrapolation and DShield validation results, with column ex. #bots giving
the bot population extrapolation constructed by splitting the sensor into two halves. Column #bot
DShield shows the results using DShield’s global data. Column #bots ratio gives the ratio between
the two of these. Note, we only validate the seven port-number-based events (MSSQL, Symantec
and VNC). The NetBIOS/SMB events require payload analysis, which we cannot validate through
DShield since it does not provide payload information. We find our approach is quite accurate,
with 64% of cases within 8% of relative error (|(our−DShield)|/DShield).

date desc ex. #bots #bots
2006 #bots DShield ratio
08-25 MSSQL 3100 3139 0.99
11-26 Symantec 228 215 1.06
11-27 Symantec 276 373 0.73
11-28 Symantec 305 331 0.92
07-23 VNC 2752 2712 1.01
07-29 VNC 3628 3696 0.98
10-31 VNC 526 622 0.84

Table 5.8 Extrapolated bot population results and validation.

5.9.4.3 Other Extrapolation Results
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Fig. 5.16 Extrapolated # of scans.
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Fig. 5.17 Extrapolated the average scan speed.

Based on Approach I, we can also infer the total number of scans and extrapolated average
scan speed of the bots in each event. In Figure 5.16, we show the extrapolated total number of
scans, using a log-scaled X axis. We can see the number of scans sent by the events could differ
significantly, given that the duration and the number of bots in each event differ. Figure 5.17 shows
the extrapolated average scan speed of the bots.
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5.10 Summary

Our quest in this chapter has been to explore methodologies for enriching the set of information at a
security analysts’s disposal by creating network situational awareness (NetSA). We base our study
on the premise that honeypot data can provide a source of timely, accurate and concise information
for situational awareness—but this data must be organized and condensed to prove useful. To that
end, we first examined techniques based on honeynets, analyzers that leverage the Bro NIDS, and
a MySQL backend database to facilitate analysis of honeynet data. We then extended the scope of
analysis to include approaches for recognizing botnet scanning strategies and inferring the global
properties of botnet events.

An evaluation of these tools using extensive honeynet and DShield data demonstrates the
promise such approaches hold for contributing to a site’s situational awareness—including the
crucial question of whether a large probing event detected by the site simply reflects broader, in-
discriminate activity, or instead reflects an attacker who has explicitly targeted the site.
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